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Abstract—The adoption of spin-transfer torque random access
memory (STT-RAM) into non-volatile memory systems faces
three major obstacles: high write energy, low sensing margin,
and high read disturbance. Many designs have been suggested
to resolve each of these challenges separately and at the cost of
significant overhead. We propose a single low-overhead solution
to all these problems without changing the underlying memory
architecture by using negative differential resistance (NDR)
devices like tunnel diodes (TDs) or tunnel field-effect transistors
(TFETs) to assist the STT-RAM write and read process. We show
through simulations that the proposed designs can dramatically
improve the write and read energy efficiency and sensing margins
while minimizing the read disturbance, even after accounting for
process variations. Our results open a design path for energyefficient and reliable STT-RAM technologies.
Index Terms—MRAM, negative differential resistance, tunneling diode, tunneling FET, write termination, read margin, read
disturbance, reliability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ANDOM access memory (RAM) using spin-transfer
torque (STT) magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) is a
promising data storage technology [1–3] due to its nonvolatility, zero leakage power, high endurance, immunity to
single-event soft errors, and high thermal budget [4] while
potentially matching the speed and area of dynamic RAM
(DRAM) [5]. It is therefore a possible replacement for current
memory technologies, including static RAM (SRAM) cache
[6, 7] and DRAM main memories [8], as well as a candidate
for new memory architectures utilizing its non-volatility, e.g.,
fast persistent memory systems for instant recovery from the
off-state [9].
However, STT-RAM faces several key challenges: 1) high
write currents (up to 100 µA at the 45nm node [5]), 2) low
sensing margins [10], which force trade-offs between read
error rate with read time and energy, and 3) susceptibility
to read disturbance [3, 11, 12], i.e., MTJ false switching
during sensing, which unfortunately increases with sensing
margin. These limitations are intrinsically due to the low
tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) of STT-MTJs, which is defined by the ratio of high and low resistances RH and RL
T M R = (RH − RL )/RL and typically ranges from 50% to
200%.
For both in-plane and out-of-plane STT-MTJs, write current
density does not decrease with scaling [13]. Moreover, small
STT-MTJs face reliability problems from existing commercial
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etching techniques [14]. As a result, the use of STT-RAM is
currently limited by high write energy density requirements.
To make matters worse, write time may be further extended
by process and temperature variations [10, 15]. Similarly, read
errors and read disturbance are major reliability concerns in
STT-RAM [10–12, 16], wherein sensing current can falsely
switch the MTJ and create soft errors.
In this paper, we offer an unified low-overhead solution
to simultaneously resolve all of these challenges by utilizing the peak-to-valley ratio (PVR) of negative differential
resistance (NDR) devices like tunnel field-effect transistors
(TFETs) [17] and tunnel diodes (TDs) [18] within the read
and write circuitry. We propose for the first time the use
of NDR devices to perform early magnetic RAM (MRAM)
write termination and we present new NDR-based read circuit
designs to improve read margin and reduce read disturbance.
Our proposals limit redundant write current and allow the
sensing current ratio of the high and low MTJ states to be
amplified up to the NDR PVR, which can be much larger.
Our results show that the proposed designs greatly reduce
write energy and read disturbance and increase the sensing
margin and simplifying sensing circuitry, enabling truly low
power STT-RAM technology. The basic issues and modeling
of STT-MTJs and NDR devices are introduced in Section II.
We present the interaction of NDR devices with MTJs and
our novel read and write designs for STT-RAM using NDR in
Section III. We perform a Monte Carlo analysis of the impact
of process variations on the proposed designs in Section IV.
We summarize our conclusions in Section V.
II. MTJ AND NDR BACKGROUND AND M ODELING
A. MTJ Modeling and Memory Operation Concerns
The STT-MTJ is a resistive memory device whose resistance is determined by the magnetization directions of two
ferromagnetic layers. The direction of one layer (referred to
as the reference layer) is fixed while the other one (the free
layer) can be switched by driving a write current through the
device. A low resistance RL is present when the magnetization
directions of the two layers are parallel (the P state), while
high resistance RH is realized when the two directions are
anti-parallel (the AP state). For memory applications, we will
denote these two resistance conditions as the “1” and “0”
states, respectively. Through this work, the electrical characteristics of STT-MTJs (with assumed diameter of 50 nm) are
modeled using a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) differential
equation solver [15]. The switching characteristics of MTJs
leads to several technological challenges for MRAMs, which
are briefly reviewed below.
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Fig. 1: MRAM write error rate as a function of write time assuming
0.7 V write voltage extracted from 10 billion Monte Carlo circuit
simulations using the methodology of Section IV. The circuit includes
MTJ, access transistor, and 256-1T1M bit-line capacitance load.

1) Wasted Power During Write Cycles: MTJ switching
is a stochastic process whose probability increases with the
duration of the write current pulse. The write error rate (WER)
as a function of write time is shown in Fig. 1. Generally,
switching from 1 to 0 (P to AP ) requires a larger write
current than 0 to 1 [19]. In our simulation, the switching
efficiency ratio for 1-to-0 and 0-to-1 is 0.75 to 1. However,
this asymmetry is offset by the different resistances of the
two states; hence when the same voltage is used for both
switching directions, similar write times (time to achieve a
required WER) are observed in Fig. 1. For robust function
of memories without error-correcting code (ECC), the WER
should be below 10−18 , which needs 15 ns write time. In this
paper we will consider designs with ECC, which still require
a WER of 10−9 or better, necessitating at least 9 ns long write
pulse [20]. While long write times are necessary to maintain
accuracy, over 90% of switching events (i.e., WER < 0.1) are
completed within the first 3 ns indicating to a dramatic waste
of energy. In particular, write-1 consumes 1.4X the energy of
write-0 because the MTJ stays longer in the low resistance 1
state, leading to higher leakage.
2) Read Margin and Read Disturbance Limits: The low
TMR of STT-MTJs limits MRAM read margins and read
disturbance, causing reliability problems. In particular it is
difficult to simultaneously improve both read margin and
read disturbance rate in conventional designs. This is because
higher margins require higher read voltages, which increase
the read current and can lead to unwanted MTJ switching even
if the current is smaller than the critical switching current. For
example, to obtain a read margin of 150 mV in a conventional
design with 100 fF bit-line load, a WER of over 10−8 is
needed, exceeding the ECC error tolerance (see Fig. 10). Nonuniformity in device characteristics due to process variations
can worsen this problem.
B. NDR Device Characteristics
1) Tunneling-Based NDR Devices: To address the challenges facing STT-based MRAM, we will introduce NDR devices into the read and write circuitry. As illustrated in Fig. 2a,
NDR devices have the property that within a certain bias range
(between Vpeak and Vvalley ), the absolute current decreases
with increased absolute voltage. The ratio of the maximum
and minimum currents (Ipeak and Ivalley , respectively) within
this range is known as the PVR. A variety of two- and threeterminal devices utilizing quantum tunneling such as Esaki
diodes, resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs), and reverse-biased
TFETs can be used to generate this effect. While TDs are

relatively mature devices developed specifically to implement
NDR for various applications, TFETs have the advantage that
the drain current NDR can be tuned by gate voltage. In
Table I we summarize the experimental characteristics of some
representative TDs and TFETs. RTDs with good performance
have already been demonstrated on Si/SiGe [18], which is already a CMOS-compatible platform [21]. Many of other bestperforming NDR devices thus far are based on III-V materials.
Non-commercialized technologies like heteroepitaxy [22] and
nano-transfer [23] can integrate III-V MOSFET and FinFET
with Si CMOS at the expense of cost increase. The integration
of III-V on silicon is already a high priority in industry (for
instance, by using III-V MOSFETs or TFETs to supplement or
replace silicon transistors in logic), and commercial advances
in that direction will also ease integration of NDR devices.
TABLE I: Experimental characteristics of selected NDR tunneling
devices from literature. Peak current is expressed in terms of per
unit width for TFETs and per unit area for TDs.
Device
TD [18]
TD [24]
TD [25]
TFET [26]
TFET [27]

Material
Si/SiGe
InGaAs
InGaAs/InAlAs
InAs/AlSb/GaSb
InGaAs/InAs

Substrate
Si
Si
InP
GaSb
InP

Peak Current
50 µA/µm2
2.5 µA/µm2
2 µA/µm2
≤ 230 µA/µm
≤ 4 µA/µm

PVR
6
56
144
≤ 5.5
≤ 6.2

Ipeak
I
Ivalley

V

Vpeak

Vvalley

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2: a) Schematic I − V for typical NDR device. b) Id − Vd
of analytical TFET model and simulated device data of [17]. For the
TFET model, parameters are AT F ET = 1.3E-8 A/um, BT F ET = 4E6
eV/cm, Eg = 0.74 eV, λ = 6E-7 cm, A = -0.02, B = 0.0456, C =
0.04, n = 0.3, and D = 0.0025.

2) Modeling of NDR devices: In this work we explore
MRAM designs using either TDs or TFETs to implement
NDR. To describe diode characteristics, we adapt the compact
model and model parameters in [28], which were chosen to fit
the InAs/AlSb/GaSb TD characteristics presented therein. For
n-type TFETs, while compact models have been developed
to describe the positive drain-source voltage device operation,
most simple models neglect the NDR characteristics under
negative drain-source voltage. In this work, we model TFET
NDR by fitting device data to the equation
Idrain = AT F ET (Vgs , Vds )fN DR (Vds ) + Idiode

(1)

where AT F ET (Vgs , Vds ) is an existing gate- and drainvoltage TFET I − V analytical model [29], fN DR (Vds ) is a
function describing two-terminal TD current [28], and Idiode is
a standard expression for intrinsic diode current. By adjusting
the model coefficients we can match both the ordinary and
NDR characteristics of simulated and experimental TFETs. In
this paper, we discuss results for TFETs using the simulated
device characteristics presented in [17], which is compared
with our analytical model in Fig. 2b.
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III. NDR- ASSISTED MRAM W RITE AND R EAD
A. Behavior of Series-Connected MTJ and NDR Devices

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: (a) IN DR versus VN DR (solid lines) and IM T J versus (VCC −
VN DR ) (dashed lines) for different RM T J . (b) Current of the series
connection of MTJ and NDR vs. RM T J .
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3: (a) Series connection of MTJ and NDR device (TFET or
TD). Note that each NDR device is shared by multiple bit-lines in the
proposed design. (b) NDR (solid line) and MTJ current (dashed lines)
as a function of voltage drop on NDR (VN DR ). Green dashed line
shows the requirement for previous NDR-MRAM designs [30–32].

The unique characteristics of NDR devices enable them
to enhance MRAM performance when integrated into the
read and write circuitry. The reasons and conditions for these
improvements can be understood by examining the behavior of
series-connected MTJ and NDR devices, as shown in Fig. 3a.
For simplicity the MTJ is treated as a resistor whose current
is (Vcc − VN DR )/RM T J , where RM T J = RH (0 state) or
RL (1 state) depending on its state. In Fig. 3b, we plot the
current through the NDR device (solid black line) and the
MTJ (dotted lines) as functions of the voltage drop across
the NDR device VN DR . The intersections of the NDR and
MTJ curves represent the possible steady-state solutions of
the circuit: there are three solutions in the 0 state but only
one solution in the 1 state. The target operating conditions are
that 1) | − R| < RL , where −R is the effective NDR between
Vpeak and Vvalley , and 2) the NDR device Ipeak is greater than
the current through RH but below that of RL at VP eak . Under
these conditions, the circuit current in the 1 state is limited by
the (minimal) NDR valley current.
The idea that negative resistance can differentiate between
MRAM states has previously been used in a few proposals for
read voltage margin improvement or write energy saving [30–
32]. However, those proposals design the NDR-MTJ circuit
for only one solution in both the 0 and 1 states (illustrated
by the dashed NDR valley curve in Fig. 3b). This requires
that the NDR curve only intersect the RH load line once,
forcing both MTJ states to have comparatively high current
and making the design vulnerable to NDR or MTJ device
variations. Such nominal designs can improve the voltage
margin but not necessarily the current margin between the
MTJ states, whereas our concept amplifies both the voltage
and current differences since the 1 state is forced into the much
lower current NDR valley region. Therefore, such proposals
do not offer all the operational advantages of our concept, as
further discussed below.
In our design, the system should reside in the leftmost
solution (below the NDR peak voltage) when the MTJ is in
the 0 state. This requires that state to be stable; fortunately it
can be easily shown using Lyapunov’s second method that the
leftmost and rightmost states (solid green dots in Fig. 3b) are

asymptotically stable in the sense of being convergent over
time, whereas the middle state (the green cross in the figure)
is unstable because fluctuations around this point will drive
the system towards the stable points. For the low resistance
state, only one stable solution exists in the current valley as
illustrated by the blue dot in Fig. 3b.
To illustrate the behavior under switching, we show the
NDR and MTJ currents for different MTJ resistance under
constant VCC in Fig. 4a. If the MTJ is initially in the 0 state,
the current is close to Ipeak . Upon switching to the 1 state, the
MTJ resistance will decrease and the stable solutions approach
Ipeak , beyond which the NDR current suddenly drops to the
valley region. The current vs. resistance of this process is also
plotted in Fig. 4b. This demonstrates that, given proper choice
of peak current, | − R|, and VCC , the NDR device can sense
the different MTJ states and switching therein and adjust the
current through the circuit accordingly. For sufficiently large
PVR, the resulting difference in the series-connected current
can be much greater than the ratio of the MTJ resistances.
This means that the operating margins are no longer limited
by the TMR (typically 0.5-2X) but by the NDR PVR (which
can be 5-100X, as shown in Table I).
B. STT-RAM Write Energy Reduction
Having established the scenarios in which NDR devices can
clamp the current of a serially connected MTJ, we propose
using this effect to perform early write current cutoff when
STT-MTJs switch to or stay in the 1 state. During writing from
the 0 to 1 state, this configuration can cause write termination
by automatically cutting off the write current once the 1 state is
attained and the NDR device (VN DR ) enters its valley region.
Similarly, if a write-to-1 operation is performed on an MTJ
already in the 1 state, the NDR forces a very low current
during the whole write cycle, saving energy.
This can be accomplished by integrating NDR devices
within the memory write circuitry in the manner shown on the
right side of Fig. 5. An NDR device (TFET or TD)is added to
a regular STT-RAM circuit for write assistance. Because only
one MTJ cell is activated at a time during a write operation,
the required overhead is minimal since, much like the sense
amplifier, a single NDR device can be shared by multiple
MTJ bit-lines. For a write-0 operation, Write1, Read, and Precharge are set to GND (0 voltage), and Write0 is set to Vcc to
activate a write path without NDR (the same as conventional
write). For a write-1 operation however, which dissipates the
most power, only Write1 is set to Vcc and hence an NDR
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Fig. 7: (a) Three early write termination designs using bit-line voltage
change sensing [33], current change sensing [34], and the proposed
NDR. (b) Simulated waveforms of MTJ resistance (AP: 5000 Ω, P:
2000 Ω, bit-line voltage, and write current as functions of time. The
black line is for the conventional write, and the read dash line is for
the early write terminations.
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Fig. 5: The proposed NDR read and write circuitry designs. Yellow
dotted line denotes the STT-RAM array.
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Fig. 6: SPICE simulated waveforms for a write-1 termination in the
memory design of Fig. 5. During write operation, a bit-line is first
selected and charged to VCC , then a MTJ bit is selected by W L, and
write current is high or low depending on the MTJ initial state.

device is connected in the write path and acts to reduce the
write energy by curtailing write current after switching.
The advantage of the proposed NDR-based design can be
simply understood by comparing its energy dissipation EN DR
with that of conventional MRAM designs (Econv ):
2
Econv =VCC
CBL + VCC (tAP IAP + tP IP )
2

EN DR = (VCC + VP eak ) CBL

(2)
(3)

+ (VCC + VP eak ) (tAP IP eak + tP IV alley )
where CBL is the bitline capacitance, IAP,P are the currents
when the MTJ is in the AP or P state, respectively, and tAP,P
are the corresponding time intervals when the MTJ is in either
state. In the proposed design, the applied voltage is increased
slightly by the peak voltage of the NDR device (which is
typically of order 0.1 V) and the write current in the AP state
approaches the NDR peak current IP eak , but the write current
in P state is drastically reduced to the NDR valley current
IV alley . Comparing Econv and EN DR , we see that most of
the energy savings comes from the reduced consumption in
the P state and hinges on the ratio of IP and IV alley , which
is bounded by the PVR of the NDR device; higher PVR leads
to more efficient operation. As the discussion in Section III-A
shows, one prerequisite for current termination operation in
our design is that VN DR at the beginning of the write process
is lower than Vpeak , so that current through NDR converges

to the stable high current solution. This can be guaranteed by
pre-discharging the source-line voltage to zero.
To quantify the effect of the proposed design, we simulate
the waveforms of bit-line voltage (Vbit−line ), bit selection
(WL), voltage drop on NDR (Vsource−line ), write current
(IM T J ), and MTJ resistance (RM T J ) under early write termination in Fig. 6. If the MTJ starts in the 0 state, the NDR
device voltage and current increase to near Vpeak and Ipeak ,
respectively, after the WL goes high and stays there until the
MTJ switches, whereupon the NDR voltage approaches VCC ,
turning off the write current. If the MTJ is initially in the 1
state, the NDR directly goes to VCC after the WL goes high
and cuts off the write current.
Our proposed concept has significant advantages over previous attempts at write termination which used additional sense
and control circuitry as illustrated in Fig. 7a. In [33] (see blue
dashed box in Fig. 7a), sensing circuitry is added to sense
the voltage change on the bit-line and terminate the write.
However, such voltage changes are small (see Fig. 7b) in
general because 1) the MTJ resistance change is small, and 2)
the MTJ-bit selection transistor resistance changes inversely
with that of the MTJ (e.g., a MTJ resistance decrease leads to
a voltage increase on the transistor and its equivalent transistor
resistance), partially canceling bit-line voltage change. The
resulting low sensing margin leads to long sensing times and
large sensing energy and is susceptible to process variations.
Another write termination design using current change sensing
is proposed in [34] (red dashed box in Fig. 7a); this requires a
current mirror in the write path to copy the current change to
sensing circuit, which increases write VCC and adds redundant

C. STT-RAM read assistance using NDR
The sensing margin in STT-RAM is fundamentally bounded
by the MTJ TMR ratio and is further reduced in practice by
process variations; this has led to many proposals to maximize
sensing margin within these limitations [36–40]. However, we
propose a new read design that boosts the current difference
ratio beyond the TMR ratio up to the PVR of the NDR
device, substantially increasing sensing margins and reducing
the sensitivity to process variations.
1) Read margin improvement: Similar to our write assistance design we propose a new read design, shown on the
left of Fig. 5, in which multiple bit-lines share a single NDR
device, minimizing overhead. During a read cycle, a normal
pre-charge operation first charges the bit-line and source-line
so that Pre-charge and Read are set to Vcc ; the charge thus
stored is then discharged through the MTJ and NDR series
connection, where the latter amplifies the current difference
between the 1 and 0 MTJ states. In this paper, read margin
is defined as the voltage difference on the bit-line during
discharging of the two MTJ states, which is sensed by a
differential sense amplifier [41]. For conventional designs not
using NDR, the source-line is used rather than the bit-line.
NDR read requires the initial voltage of the NDR to be
below Vpeak before the pre-charge, which is guaranteed by
discharging any remaining charge on the bit-line after each
read or write operation. As in the write case, the NDR device
should be selected such that Ipeak is larger than the MTJ
current in the 0 state but smaller than that of the 1 state.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8, when the 0 state is sensed, the
NDR device always stays in its low resistance region below
the peak and the bit-line cannot be charged up. When the 1
state is sensed, the transient current through the MTJ in the
pre-charge stage will exceed Ipeak , pushing the NDR device
into its high-resistance valley region so that the discharging
(sensing) current is cut off.


IAP
VBL
(4)
VM,conv ≈ 1 −
IP




IV alley
1
VM,N DR ≈ 1 −
VSL = 1 −
VSL (5)
IP eak
PV R
where VSL is the source-line voltage. Whereas the read margin
in ordinary designs is limited by the discharging current ratio
of the 1 and 0 states (typically around 0.7-0.9), in the NDR
design VM,N DR is limited by 1 − 1/P V R which approaches

1.5
1
0.5

Pre−charge signal

Volt. (V)

I (µA)

0

Volt. (V)

write energy. Moreover, both voltage and current sensing
designs require sense amplifiers and reference voltage/current
generation (usually created by writing a reference MTJ in
parallel), which add large energy overhead. One design uses
different write pulses for the asymmetric write directions to
save energy [35], though this method cannot safely write MTJs
at the variation corners. Yet another proposal also introduces
NDR into the MRAM write circuitry to avoid a current
increase after MTJ switching to 1 [30]; however, as discussed
in Section III-A, that method cannot fully terminate write
current because both MTJ states will still have relatively large
current, in contrast to our design where the 1 state current is
truly minimized in the NDR valley region.
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Fig. 8: SPICE simulation of read operations using NDR-assisted
design in Fig. 5. The discharging current (IN DR ) difference for
sensing MTJ states is significantly increased by the high PVR of
NDR. A large and constant voltage margin is achieved on the bit-line
(Vbit−line ), which is sensed by a constant reference voltage leading
to a stable sense amplifier output (Voutput ).

1 for well-designed NDR devices, dramatically increasing the
read margin.
Our design has several key advantages over previous proposals. For instance, [36–38] proposed local-reference and
self-reference read designs to improve immunity to process
variations, but could not improve the margin beyond the MTJ
TMR limits. Others have proposed amplifying the read margin
using NDR [30–32], but because of the limited read current
difference in those designs (see Fig. 3b), but the achievable
margins are smaller and read disturbance is not minimized in
contrast to our proposal. Refs. [42, 43] propose introducing a
TD into each MTJ cell to amplify the read margin, but such a
requirement is not applicable to current-switched technologies
like STT-RAM and greatly increases area overhead.
2) Read disturbance minimization: Read disturbance, another primary reliability concern, is caused by false switching
of a MTJ via sensing currents through the cell. Any transient
current pulse has some possibility of switching a MTJ, but
the probability of such switching increases dramatically with
the amplitude and duration of the current pulse. To tame this,
conventional designs have to reduce read current as well as
sensing margin and bit-line size, resulting in larger sensing
circuits (large gate sizes and more sensing transistors), longer
sensing time, and higher sensing energy. In the proposed
NDR-assisted design, the PVR simultaneously reduces read
disturbance and improves read margin while introducing little
overhead. As Fig. 5 shows, an AP state MTJ cannot be
falsely switched due to the sensing current direction and read
disturbance can occur only during read-1 operation when the
sensing current accidentally switches a STT-MTJ from the 1 to
0 state. However, the probability of such disturbances in our
design is almost zero since the switching probability scales
exponentially with current and duration. We can dramatically
lower the sensing current through a 1-state MTJ to the near-0
NDR valley current, which is significantly lower than previous
works [30–32]. The read disturbance rate is simulated for
different bit-line size in Section IV.
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TABLE II: Write energy, read margin, and read energy of NDRassisted designs as extracted from Fig. 10. CBL = 25 fF; nominal
TFET Vt h = 0.25 V. Since NDR does not affect write-0 operations
(0→0 and 1→0), conventional designs are used for these cases.
Effective PVR is the ratio of circuit current in the 1 and 0 states
for chosen VCC and differs for write and read due to different bias.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 9: (a) Simulated circuit implementation in CUDA. (b) NDR peak
current margin variation analysis.

IV. E VALUATION OF NDR- ASSISTED DESIGNS WITH
PROCESS VARIATIONS

We next study the robustness of our proposed design under
process variations using comprehensive Monte Carlo circuit
simulations. To study variability effects accurately, massive
simulations (over 10 billion runs) are needed to detect WER
and read disturbance rates down to 10−9 , which are impractical
for conventional SPICE methods (indeed, we estimate such a
calculation would take decades); instead, we implement our
device physical model and a small circuit simulator using
CUDA and run them on a Tesla M207 GPU, enabling billions
of simulations within a few hours. The simulated circuit is
shown in Fig. 9a. Process variations for transistors and MTJs
are included in the manner of [15].
We first assess variation-imposed limits on the NDR design
margin, as illustrated in Fig. 9b. Here the blue and red
dashed lines show the corner cases for the MTJ high and
low resistance states versus VN DR . For read applications,
the NDR Ipeak must lie between the high and low currents
(the top and bottom black dotted lines). When writing 0-to1, Ipeak must lie within the top half of the current margin
(between the top and middle dotted lines) to guarantee that
NDR cuts off once the MTJ reaches an intermediate resistance
state (between RH and RL ) where it can converge to the 1
state without further assistance from a large switching current.
Fluctuations in devices due to process variations like random
dopant fluctuations or line edge roughness [44–46] can change
the threshold voltage of TFETs and affect IP eak . We analyze
the design tolerance for such process variations through Monte
Carlo simulation.
In total we perform over 100 billion Monte-Carlo simulations on the NDR-assisted write process for 0 to 1 switching. In addition to ordinary write errors caused by thermal
fluctuations, we find a special error may also occur in the
NDR-assisted write process for individual MTJs or transistors
with very low resistance due to process variations (e.g., when
the intersection of the initial high resistance state approaches
the NDR peak current too closely in Fig. 9b). In such cases,
the NDR may turn off the write current when fluctuations
drive the MTJ current curve past Ipeak but before the MTJ
can switch to its low resistance state. To avoid such write
errors, a higher NDR peak current is required, increasing write
energy. The write energy and WER as functions of NDR peak
current are shown in Fig. 10a. As peak current rises, the
WER decreases but write energy increases. Fortunately, for
the standard ECC requirement of WER < 10−9 , significant

0→1
Write
0→0
Energy
1→1
(fJ)
1→0
Average
Write latency (ns)
Read voltage (mV)
Read margin (mV)
Read energy
NDR
Peak current
design shift (µA), Fig. 10
variation
Threshold
tolerance voltage shift (mV)
Effective PVR

Conventional TFET TD
1040
248 498
699
699 699
1269
61
419
838
838 838
964
462 613
9
9
9
700
210 250
139
164 174
42
5.5
3.9
Write
15
27
Read
8
11
Write
20
N/A
Read
105 N/A
Write
23.6 2.64
Read
8.38 5.86

energy reductions (> 50% lower than conventional designs)
are realized over a wide range of nominal Ipeak for both TFET
(161 − 146 =15 µA or 20 mV threshold voltage shift) and
TD (153 − 126 =27 µA) designs; this is the effective design
tolerance of NDR devices for write circuits. We summarize
the write performance results in Table II where, for fairness,
we compare NDR-based and conventional circuits with the
same write latency and WER. Comparing the energy usage of
write-1 operations (0-to-1 and 1-to-1), we see 76% and 52%
energy savings for TFET- and TD-based designs, respectively.
Looking at the average write energy (assuming equal usage of
the four switching directions), we still see major reductions of
52% and 36% for TFET- and TD-assisted writes, respectively.
The dependence of the read margin (current margin on
the source-line) on Ipeak and read voltage is shown in Fig.
10b. Again we observe good design tolerance for NDR device
variations from the range of Ipeak for which read margin is
large and nearly constant. At low Vread (0.21 V for TFET
and 0.25 V for TD), a read margin of over 150 mV can
be maintained for the TFET design over an 8 µA variation
range in peak current (equivalent to 105 mV threshold voltage
shift), and for the TD design over an 11 µA variation in
Ipeak . The trend continues at higher read voltages as well.
The read performance is summarized and compared with a
representative conventional read design in Table II; we note
that the latter requires a much larger Vread = 0.7 V to achieve
comparable read margin, consuming much more energy.
Finally, we examine read disturbance rates under NDR
and conventional designs for different source-line and bitline loads. Longer bit-lines have larger loads, leading to
more charging/discharging current during read. In the read
operation, current flows from source-line to bit-line, which
may falsely switch the MTJ from 1 to 0. Fig. 10c shows simulated read disturbance rates as functions of bit-line/source-line
size (load). Compared with conventional designs with similar
read margin, NDR-assisted designs enable vastly improved
disturbance rates (over 10 million times lower). Moreover, the
read disturbance rates of conventional designs cannot satisfy
the ECC requirement (< 10−9 ) for bit-line loads larger than
100 fF. The dramatic read disturbance reductions we observe
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(b)
(a)
(c)
Fig. 10: Simulation results with transistor and MTJ process variations. NDR characteristics are varied by scaling diameter for TDs (0.40.55 µm) and threshold voltage for TFETs (assuming device width=1.95 µm in write and 0.195 µm in read circuitry).(a) WER and write
energy versus nominal NDR peak current. Write energy includes bit-line pre-charge, access transistor, and MTJ, but excludes row/column
decoders. (b) Read margin versus NDR nominal peak current. CBL = CSL = 25 fF in (a) and (b). (c) Read disturbance rate as function of
bit-line/source-line load and read margin. High/low margin designs are obtained using different Vread (0.35 V/0.25 V for TD, 0.3 V/0.21 V
for TFET, and 1.8 V/0.7 V for conventional designs). Read disturbance rates below 10−10 not detectable within sample size.

for the NDR-assisted design are due to its low Vread and
minimized discharge current (limited by Ivalley ).
In the proposed applications, we can use a large NDR
device (e.g., gate width over 1 µm for NDR write) to provide
sufficient peak current and minimize process variation. This
does not limit memory density since every NDR device can
be shared by multiple bit-lines containing thousands of cells.
Using results from a device variation analysis on 14nm TFETs
[44], we estimate using the variation scaling rule [47] that the
6σ of threshold voltage shift is about 9 mV if a 200nm x
1000nm TFET-NDR, well within the simulated tolerance level
of our design.
The simulation parameters for NDR assisted write and
read is shown in Table III. The PVR is the effective PVR
determined by both NDR device and voltage bias.
TABLE III: Simulation parameters at 300K.
STT-RAM
NDR
TFET
RTD

Diameter tM gO
ttf l
RP
RAP
BL
50nm 1.18nm 1.1nm
2k Ω
5k Ω
256 bits
Write
High-margin read Low-margin read
Width
PVR
Width
PVR
Width
PVR
1.95 µm
23
0.39 µm
17
0.2 µm
8
0.44 µm
2.7
0.23 µm 10.5 0.16 µm
5.5
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